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Abstract
This report presents a classification scheme for risk assessment methods.
This scheme, like all classification schemes, provides meaning by impos-
ing a structure that identifies relationships. Our scheme is based on two
orthogonal aspects—level of detail, and approach. The resulting structure
is shown in Table 1 and is explained in the body of the report.
Each cell in the Table represent a different arrangement of strengths and
weaknesses. Those arrangements shift gradually as one moves through
the table, each cell optimal for a particular situation. The intention of this
report is to enable informed use of the methods so that a method chosen is
optimal for a situation given.
1.  Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Depart-
ment of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
Table 1 Classification Matrix (Shown also as Table 2 on page 13)
Level
Approach
Temporal Functional Comparative
Abstract Expert ➀ Engagement ➃ Sequence ➆ Principles
Mid-Level Collaborative ➁ Exercise ➄ Assistant ➇ Best Practice
Concrete Owner ➂ Compliance Testing ➅ Matrix ➈ Audit3
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1  Introduction
This report imposes structure on the set of risk assessment methods in order to reveal their
relationships and thus optimize their usage. We present a two-dimensional structure in the form
of a matrix, using three abstraction levels for the rows and three approaches for the columns.
For each of the nine cells in the matrix we identify the method type by name and example. The
matrix helps the user understand
1. what to expect from a given method,
2. how it relates to other methods, and
3. how best to use it.
Each cell in the matrix represent a different arrangement of strengths and weaknesses. Those
arrangements shift gradually as one moves through the table, each cell optimal for a particular
situation. The intention of this report is to enable informed use of the methods so that a method
chosen is optimal for a situation given. The matrix, with type names in the cells, is introduced in
Table 2 on page 13 below.
Unless otherwise stated we use the word “method” in this report to refer to a “risk assessment
method,” though often times we use the full phrase. The use of the terms “risk assessment” and
“risk management” are close enough that we do not attempt to distinguish them in this report.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we provide context for this report—what a “method” is and where it fits.
In Section 3 we present background for our classification scheme—what other schemes we
have found, the fundamental nature of methods and their necessary incompleteness.
In Section 4 we present our classification scheme in the form of a matrix, then we present an
analogy that should provide an understanding of the scheme, concluding with an
explanation of the two dimensions and the nine types in our scheme.
In Section 5 we present examples of each of our classification types.
In Section 6 we present conclusions.7
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2  Context
Our first task is to address a point of confusion. Both “methodology” and “method” can denote
“a particular procedure.”2 However, in this report we use the more literal definition, “the study
of method,” for methodology. This definition allows us to distinguish between the risk
assessment methods we use as examples from the approach we use in this report, which is
methodological. We caution the reader that the names given for some risk assessment methods
use the word “methodology,” hence the confusion.3
A method imposes order. In fact, the whole point of using a method in this uncertain world is to
glean the benefits of that order. Since risk is not objective and no one can grasp the whole
picture, the results of a risk assessment are not always repeatable. However, if the assessment is
methodical (i.e., it uses a method), then, by definition at least the process can be repeated. This
seems to be the most for which we can hope, and thus the focus on method.
A “method” is a way of doing something, “a particular procedure or set of procedures,” as one
dictionary puts it. We place “method” the same way that Checkland does, as denoting an
approach that is between philosophy and technique (except that Checkland uses the word
“methodology” where we use the word “method”):
I take a methodology [we would say “method”] to be intermediate in sta-
tus between a philosophy...and a technique or method. A philoso-
phy...might be...’political action should aim at a redistribution of wealth in
society,’...At the other extreme a technique is a precise specific programme
of action which will produce a desired result: if you learn the appropriate
technique and execute it adequately you can, with certainty, solve a pair of
simultaneous equations...A methodology will lack the precision of a tech-
nique but will be a firmer guide to action than a philosophy. Where a tech-
nique tells you ’how’ and a philosophy tells you ’what,’ a methodology
will contain elements of both ’what’ and ’how.’ ([8], page 162)
Another way to put this is that “philosophy” is just above (i.e., more abstract than) our
“abstract” level, and “technique” is just below (i.e., more concrete than) our “concrete” level
(see Section 4.3).
In order to avoid missing valuable methods we have adopted a liberal view about what
constitutes a method, deciding to include rather than exclude. For example, we include DOE’s
“21 steps” [12]: this is not a method per se but an assessment method could easily be
constructed from it. In addition some of the items we include as methods themselves call for the
use of a risk assessment method, making for a circularity that indicates the leeway afforded in
this area. We note that there are more items here than we can absorb.4
2.  This situation is similar to “bi-annual” which can mean either every other year or twice a year. In this case the latter usage is “dis-
approved,” as Webster’s dictionary puts it, with the use of the unequivocal “semi-annual” preferred.
3.  See also the passage from Checkland below.
4.  For example an Internet search on “risk assessment” & “methodology” retrieved 278,000 hits.9
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3  Background
We present three points in this section. First, current classification schemes are minimal. Second,
assessments are comparisons—relative, not absolute. And third, methods cannot completely
define either the assessment elements or the processes.
First, the few current classification schemes we have found are minimal. One example is the
quantitative vs. qualitative bifurcation. This bifurcation is commonly referenced. AS/NZS 4360
[5] adds a third element to the scheme, making it quantitative vs. semi-quantitative vs.
qualitative. Unfortunately it is not clear what this new category provides. Conversely Donn
Parker, for example, has argued that the entire quantitative approach has “utterly failed” [26],
which would reduce the quantitative/qualitative bifurcation to unity, removing its ability to
make any distinctions at all and thus rendering it useless.
Another example classification scheme is von Solms’ traditional assessments vs. baseline
controls. BS 7799 [6] is an example of a baseline control. Unfortunately in von Solms’ opinion
traditional methods are “tedious, suspect, inconsistent, painful and useless” ([42], page 93),
reducing this bifurcation to a matter of separating wheat from chaff, as opposed to being able to
make informed use of the methods so that a method chosen is optimal for a situation given.
We want a scheme that tells us what to expect. For example, picking up a book and noting that
it is a mystery story tells us what to expect from the book. That one word provides an entire
structure. There is room for an unbounded number of plots within that structure, but as we
begin the first page we are already wondering if the butler did it, because we have the structure.
We would like a similar scheme for risk assessment methods. Otherwise we are somewhat at
sea, clinging to a method or two we happened on as we drift, never able to leverage the power
available from an informed choice among a range of alternatives.
Second, we claim that assessments are comparisons. The comparative aspect is more explicit in
some assessments than others but we claim that all are comparisons. Uncertainty is a necessary
feature of risk, so assessment of risk cannot be determined absolutely. The only other option
available is to use comparison. The results of assessments are thus relative, not absolute, even if
the results are expressed in numbers. Every method has something against which the system
under advisement is gauged. That “something” may be completely in the mind of the assessor
or part of it may be explicit in a Standard, written down and codified. But all of them have
something.
Third, none of the methods we have seen fully describe how to identify an asset or a
vulnerability or a threat or a risk or a control, nor do we expect ever to see one that does. Many
of the methods give definitions and provide examples but they presume you will know an asset,
say, when you see one. This is to be expected. If it were possible to describe assets completely,
then it would be possible to identify all of them, something that we do not believe is possible.5
The same argument applies to the processes presented in the methods. As a result risk
assessment methods can only help in the process of risk assessment; they rely upon a person and
cannot stand alone.
5. Perhaps such a putative complete list of vulnerabilities, for example, could be used to show that it is not complete since the knowl-
edge of the complete list of vulnerabilities is itself a vulnerability and not on the list.11
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4  Our Classification Scheme
In this Section we present and explain our classification scheme, shown in Table 2. For ease of
reference each cell is numbered (in column-major order). In Section 4.1 we present an analogy to
help the reader understand our classification scheme. In Section 4.2, Section 4.3, and Section 4.4
we describe the columns, rows, and cells, respectively, of the matrix.
For ease of discussion in the material below we use the term
expert to refer to an outside consultant who is knowledgeable in assessment methods but
unfamiliar with the target system.
We use the term
owner to refer to someone who is not knowledgeable in assessment methods but is familiar
with the target system.
4.1  An Analogy: Risk of Heart Attack
An analogy can help us explore new territory: we can navigate the new territory by using our
map for the old, thereby helping us understand that new territory. The analogy we present in
this section is intended to provide navigation capabilities for our classification scheme. The
analogy is also intended to support or claim that our classification scheme is neither arbitrary or
incomplete.
As a society we have learned that we can reduce the likelihood of heart attacks by taking action.
Part of that action is periodically to assess our risk of heart attack. There are several methods we
can follow for this assessment: we can use a stress test, a threat analysis, or a lifestyle
comparison. We will explain each of these below.
A stress test actually exercises our heart. For example we can use a treadmill and plot our heart
rate against the rate at which the treadmill is moving. That curve gives an assessment of our
heart health and thus of our risk of heart attack. We presume that there are similar tests extant
for particular heart-stressors such as alcohol, emotional stress, and so on. Note that the focus
here is on an actual test in real time.
A threat analysis is a review, for example, of the history of heart attacks in our extended family
and the kind of life we lead (e.g., what is our purpose in life? how do we handle stress? and
what is the nature of our relationships with people?). Our answers are combined in some
intuitive way to provide us our risk of heart attack. Note that the focus here is on how we
Table 2 Classification Matrix
Level
Approach
Temporal Functional Comparative
Abstract Expert ➀ Engagement ➃ Sequence ➆ Principles
Mid-Level Collaborative ➁ Exercise ➄ Assistant ➇ Best Practice
Concrete Owner ➂ Compliance Testing ➅ Matrix ➈ Audit13
operate or “function” in our environment: no testing is involved.
A lifestyle comparison compares our lifestyle with a prioritized list of activities, attitudes, and
habits that are known (or maybe just believed) to be related to heart attack incidence, such as
smoking, diet, and exercise. We determine our risk of heart attack by comparing our life with
the list. Such lists can be generated by sifting through what we know about the people who
have had heart attacks, looking for commonalities, then checking to see that some statistically
significant percentage of those who died of natural causes without suffering heart attacks did
not share that commonality. Note that the focus here is on comparison: no testing or
examination of function is involved.
Notice that the second approach, threat analysis, can be seen as a blend of the other two. Threat
analysis asks how your heart performs—this is where it is similar to the stress test—in its
environment—this is where it is similar to the lifestyle comparison. Note also that there is no
similar blend of the first and last approaches: the former is in real time; the latter is timeless.
The level of expertise we require from the person administering the assessment can vary as
well. For example, we can do a stress test at home, of course, or we can do one with a
physician’s assistant, working in partnership with the assistant, pointing out, for example, what
we believe are peculiarities we have noted in our heart’s function, or we can hire a specialist to
do it all for us while we do little more than obey orders as we occupy our minds with a
periodical.
The approaches we have presented above—stress test, threat analysis, and lifestyle
comparison—correspond to the three columns of our matrix—the temporal, functional, and
comparative approaches. The levels of expertise we have presented correspond to the rows of
our matrix.
There are advantages and disadvantages for all these approaches and levels. And of course we
can combine them and adjust the mixture to arrive at a new set of advantages and
disadvantages.
The results of the application of any of these heart-risk assessment approaches at any level is
intended to be the same: a prioritized list of actions that we can take to reduce our risk of heart
attacks. It may be that the list contains a single item, such as “Consult a physician: you need to
take steps to lower your risk of heart attack.” Given the possible mixes of approaches and levels
there are many such possible lists. It may be that the set of items on any pair of such lists is
disjoint. However, the intention is that the relative order for any two items that appear on any
two lists be the same.
4.2  Column Headings: Approach
In this section we describe the columns of the matrix shown in Table 2.
Risk assessment methods appear to divide into three archetypical approaches which we have
named “temporal,” “functional,” and “comparative.” As noted in Section 4.1 above, these three
approaches correspond to the stress testing, threat analysis, and lifestyle comparison
approaches, respectively, in our analogy for reducing heart attack risk. Each approach is14
described below.
4.2.1  Temporal
A temporal method stresses a system: actual tests are applied. These “tests” exercise key
components of attacks, subject to some explicit or implicit constraints. The performance of the
system as a consequence of the application of those tests is the result of the method.
It may be impractical to apply tests to the system itself. In this case the only choice is to use a
model of the system instead. Unfortunately using a model introduces the complicating question
of fidelity. An erroneous model confuses matters, possibly providing a false sense of security
which is even worse than confusion.
It is not possible to model all possible attacks. It is not possible even to list all possible attacks.
The attacks to which we pay primary attention are those about which we are already concerned.
But it is important to expand our view by exercising the system (or the model), exploring for
additional failure modes, and then we should investigate what attack(s) could arrive at
whatever new failure modes we have uncovered. This is an empirical process.
One of the strengths of this approach is that it tests the system itself (or a model), hopefully
clearing away misconceptions.
4.2.2  Functional
A functional method balances the temporal approach, described above, and the comparative
approach, described below. This is the reason that the functional approach appears in the
middle column in Table 2. The functional approach depends less on an understanding of a
system (or model) than the temporal approach and it uses more system-specific understanding
than the comparative approach. The functional approach focuses on threats and protections. A
threat model, a list of vulnerabilities, and the likelihood of success of threats being mounted
against those vulnerabilities are weighed against the assets, protections, and the likelihood of
success of protections being able to defend those assets against those threats. Aspects of the
temporal approach, such as statistical modeling, and aspects of the comparative approach, such
as expert systems, can be used in this approach. In von Solms’ scheme, this is the “traditional”
approach.
One of the strengths of this approach is that it considers specific threats, vulnerabilities, assets
and countermeasures.
4.2.3  Comparative
The comparative approach presents an explicit standard. An owner compares the owner’s
system and/or procedures with the standard. Note that there is no explicit system model
involved here as there is in the temporal approach. Neither is there an explicit list of threats and
assets here as there is in the functional approach. The model and the lists are only implicitly
present in generic form. Each standard circumscribes what is considered to be the important
aspects for all systems in some broad category such as a particular industry. In each case the15
standard is prepared and maintained as the distillation of continually developing expert
opinion and experience in the face of a continually changing environment. So instead of every
member of a given industry hiring an expert to perform an assessment, the industry members
share the generalized results of a small number of such assessments, under the presumption
that their systems and activities make the small number of assessments sufficiently applicable to
the remainder of them to justify the savings.
One of the strengths of this approach is its simplicity. Comparative methods can be ideal for
organizations as they begin to focus attention on security. For example, it is possible for a
comparative method at even a concrete level (described below) to fit on a single page.
4.3  Row Headings: Levels
In this section we describe the rows of the matrix shown in Table 2.
In general the successful application of any security or risk method depends on two factors:
•Capability to execute a method and
•Knowledge of the system.
These two factors often pit breadth against depth. Our definitions of “expert” and “owner,”
shown at the beginning of Section 4, suggest this conflict. The expert becomes an expert by
devoting time to many systems and being able to generalize from them. The owner becomes
knowledgeable in his own system by devoting time to that one system. There are exceptions, of
course, but generally speaking this conflict appears to be fundamental.
Methods view the landscape from different heights, so to speak, at different altitudes, at
different levels. Altitude is a tradeoff between scope and detail: the higher the method, the
greater the scope and the coarser the granularity of detail; the lower the method, the smaller the
scope and the finer the granularity of detail.
The methods at the higher levels we refer to as “abstract;” the methods at the lower levels we
refer to as “concrete.” Abstract methods have a broad application but require a high level of
expertise. These methods describe how an expert performs an assessment. Concrete methods
have a narrow application but require only a low level of expertise, though they require a user’s
knowledge. These methods describe how a system owner can perform an assessment. That is,
these methods indicate what to look at and how to evaluate it. We presume that this requires
considerable space to describe, which implies that the scope of these methods is narrow. The
methods that are a mix of abstract and concrete we refer to as “mid-level.”
The names of the levels can also reflect who “drives” (i.e., directs) the application of the
method. The three names we use are “expert,” “collaborative,” and “owner.” Abstract methods
are driven by an expert and thus these can be called “expert” methods. The owner is involved
to the extent that the expert needs information about the system but the owner does not drive
the method. Concrete methods, on the other hand, are driven by the owner and do not require
an expert to be explicitly involved during the assessment (though the expert is implicitly
involved to the extent that the owner follows the expert’s direction as described by the method).
Mid-level methods are driven by both an expert and the owner. Mid-level methods can thus be16
referred to as “collaborative.”
To reinforce the concept of altitude implicit in the notion of “levels” we arbitrarily assign
numbers to the three levels, as shown in Table 3. In this way additional granularity is available,
such as describing a method as at “level 1.5,” say.
4.4  Cell Names: Types
In this Section we describe each cell name in Table 2 in numerical order (top-to-bottom, left-to-
right). At the end of this Section we describe one additional instance of a type 9 method, namely
“Construction.”
4.4.1  Engagement
An Engagement consists of experts looking for any way, within given bounds, to compromise
assets. An example of this method type in information systems is the Red Team. Some people
describe Red Teaming as generating probes that are “representative of actual threats” [30] or as
focusing “on finding vulnerabilities and exploiting them as a ‘hacker’ would be expected to do”
[19]. The result of this type of method is the cumulative achievement of the experts, given the
boundaries and conditions. Engagements can be run on generic system pieces, such as firewalls
or routers, independent of any particular system. An example of this type of method in physical
systems is the set of tests performed on gates and doors, given certain capabilities (such as tools,
explosives, and chemicals) and given certain conditions (such as lighting, weather, and time).
This testing attempts to explore all the possible ways to use the tools, explosives, and chemicals
within the given constraints. An owner should not perform tests of this type and the tests need
not be done with the owner’s active collaboration, thus this type appears in the Abstract/Expert
row.
4.4.2  Exercise
An Exercise links experts and owners together in order to test the protection on assets particular
to a given system. Customarily the owner sets boundaries and conditions, possibly providing
inside information for and working collaboratively with the experts. An example of this method
type in information systems is “Penetration Testing,” for which Fried [15] identifies three sub-
types: physical; organizational (or procedural); and electronic. Customarily Penetration Testing
requires less expertise than Red Teaming, employing more standard attacks. The list of attacks
mounted and the list of systems and functions penetrated, accompanied by the vulnerabilities
exploited to effect those penetrations, are the results of using this type. An example of this type
of method in physical systems is “force on force,” in which participants enact both attackers and
Table 3 Method Levels
Number Description Driver
3 Abstract Expert
2 Mid-Level Collaborative
1 Concrete Owner17
defenders in a manner that is as realistic as possible without causing injury. This type of test
requires the owner’s collaboration, thus it is in the Mid-Level/Collaboration row.
4.4.3  Compliance Testing
Compliance Testing is a more formal way of describing “door rattling.” The tests included in
methods of this type are such that the owner can execute them himself without the aid of an
expert. For example, the owner can check that the door locks at a given installation actually do
prevent entry; the owner can check that windows are indeed locked; the owner can attempt to
enter the facility with a badge bearing the photograph of a jungle primate, say; and the owner
can telephone a receptionist at the facility in order to attempt to get a password without
providing authentication. Examples of this type of method in information systems are the set of
security scripts such as the Security Administrator Tool for Analyzing Networks (SATAN) and
Nessus [33]. These provide automated ways to pursue certain attack scenarios. The result of
using this type is the output of running the script(s). This type of method is in the Concrete/
Owner row since the owner by himself and without the aid of an expert can perform methods
of this type.
4.4.4  Sequence
A Sequence method type consists of a series of steps, usually posed as questions, and
sometimes in a form as complicated as a flowchart. This type asks the user to follow the steps.
The output of the steps is the result of using the type. For example, Kaplan & Garrick present a
simple sequence method:
What can happen? (i.e., What can go wrong?)
How likely is [it] that that will happen?
If it does happen, what are the consequences? [27]
Sequence methods are the epitome of abstract methods.
4.4.5  Assistant
An Assistant method type keeps track of things, of details, the way a good human assistant
does. In this case the assistant keeps track of combinations of lists such as threats,
vulnerabilities, and assets. The best instances of this type “walk” the user through the process,
prompting for the input needed to populate and rank each list. The lists are combined and
ordered mathematically, or at least in some explicit way, usually defined by the user. The
ordered lists, which include primarily a list of vulnerabilities and, hopefully, a list of remedial
actions, are the result of using the type.
4.4.6  Matrix
A Matrix method type is a table lookup. This type asks the user to select ranges for n-
dimensions. The information in the cells in the corresponding n-dimensional subspace is the
result of using the type. An expert system is one implementation of this type and is
representative of the functional approach.18
4.4.7  Principles
A Principles method type, like all of the Comparative types, is a list. This type asks the user to
apply the principles to their system. The application of those principles is the result of using the
type. Principles are more abstract than Best Practice (described below) and thus have greater
breadth.
4.4.8  Best Practice
A Best Practice method type is a list but it is more specific than a Principles list. A Best Practice
list could be based on a standard, such as a Principles list, or it could be its own standard. A
Best Practices list consists of directives: Do this, Don’t do that. This method type asks the user to
compare what they do—their current practice—with the best practice list: the list of differences
is the result of using the type. Best Practice may be industry- or application-specific but is
usually too abstract to be implementation-specific.
An example of a set of Best Practices is GAO’s document “Learning From Leading
Organizations” [28]. The GAO identified a number of organizations that it considered to be
doing superior or “leading” work in information security management. From those
organizations the GAO distilled their practices into 11 Best Practices. Here are the first three
Practices:
1. Recognize Information Resources as Essential; Organizational Assets Must Be Protected.
2. Develop Practical Risk Assessment Procedures That Link Security to Business Needs.
3. Hold Program or Business Managers Accountable. [28]
Note the imperative nature of the Practices.
Alexander et al. provide a set of best Practices in the area of architecture design in their book A
Pattern Language [3]. The volume consists of 253 “patterns” in 37 groups under three headings:
“towns,” “buildings,” and “construction.” The name and description of the first pattern is as
follows:
1. Independent Regions: Metropolitan regions will not come to balance
until each one is small and autonomous enough to be an independent
sphere of culture. ([3], page 11)
Several pages of text describe this pattern and how to use it, indicating the Best Practice that this
pattern represents. Without the accompanying text this set of patterns could be considered to be
an example of a Principles method.
4.4.9  Audit
An Audit method type is a list but it is more specific than a Best Practices list. An Audit is based
on an explicit standard, such as a Best Practice list or a Principles list. This type asks the user to
evaluate the effectiveness of the controls in place in fulfilling each item in the standard. The set
of evaluations for the set of items in the standard is the result of using the type. Audits can be
implementation- or system-specific and can often be applied by an owner. Audits are more19
concrete than Best Practice and thus have greater depth.
4.4.10  Construction
Besides Audit, there is a second type that could occupy the Concrete-Comparative cell in the
matrix shown in Table 2, namely the “Construction” type. We have not yet found an instance of
this type so we do not include it in the classification matrix in Table 2 though we do explain it
here.
A Construction method type consists of a set of primitives and a set of rules. This method asks
the user to build a model by repeated application of the rules on the set of primitives, unioned
with the set of the results of the previous applications of the rules. This is the basis for computer
language grammars. For example, the following is a set of three rules for building a “factor,”
where “|” separates choices, “:==” indicates that the left side can be replaced by any of the
choices on the right side, and DIGIT is a primitive consisting of an element from the set {0, 1, …,
9} [1]:
expr :==  expr + term  |  expr – term  |  term
term :==  term * factor  |  term / factor  |  factor
factor :==  DIGIT  |   ( expr )
Suppose we want to know if “9+5*2” is a properly constructed expression, based on the
primitives and rules shown above. If we can find a parse tree for that expression then it is
properly constructed. We start with expr and we replace that by either “expr + term“ or
“expr - term” or “term” and then, we replace each of those recursively using the applicable
rule until we have transformed our expression into one that consists of only the following
symbols: +, -, *, /, (, ), and DIGIT.  Here is the parse tree for “9+5*2:”
expr :== expr + term
     :== term + term * factor
     :== factor + factor * factor
     :== DIGIT + DIGIT * DIGIT
Note that we cannot find a parse tree for “9++5*2” or “+9+5*2,” for example, indicating
correctly that these are not properly formed expressions.
Our example above uses the building blocks of mathematical expressions, namely arithmetic
operation symbols, parentheses, and the ten digits, but the same approach could use the
building blocks of a water production facility, say, using pipes, pumps, valves, tanks, and so on.
If the user cannot reproduce the user’s current system via this method, then the user works with
the method to find a construction that is “close” and then works to align the current system to
the constructed system.
Directives on network security often provide a diagram of a configuration that provides
acceptable security. For example, Figure 1 shows one such configuration ([20], Exhibit 131.2,
“Perimeter Access Point,” page 1480). We believe that there are variations on this configuration
that would be equivalently acceptable but the diagram provides no clues as to their nature.
However, a construction method could succinctly express those acceptable variations. Such a20
method would be of greater value than the one configuration.
Figure  1 Sample Network Configuration
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IDS = Intrusion Detection System21
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5  Using our Classifications
In this Section we classify a number of methods in order to clarify our classification scheme and
at the same time provide a bridge to the use of actual methods, as shown in Table 4. The
methods listed in each category are intended to be illustrative. There is no attempt to be
exhaustive.
Table 4 Example Classificationa
a. Cell entries are listed alphabetically.
Level
Approach
Temporal Functional Comparative
3
Abstract
(Expert)
➀ Engagement
Red Team (e.g.,
IDART™ [22])
➃ Sequence
AS/NZS 4360 [5]
FIPS PUB 191 [14]
IAM [21]
IEC/ISO TR 13335
[24]
Jelen [25]
Kaplan & Garrick
[27]
NIST 800-30 [31]
Schneier [37]
➆ Principles
CoCo [10]
Freudenburg [16]
GAISP [17]
GAPP [18]
OECD [33]
2
Mid-Level
(Collaborative)
➁ Exercise
Force on Force
Penetration Testing
[15]
➄ Assistant
Manello [29]
OCTAVE [2]
RAM-W [35]
VSAT™ [43]
➇ Best Practice
DOE’s 21 Steps [12]
e-Commerce [13]
ISF [23]
ITIL [7]
LfLO [28]
NIST 800-53 [32]
PoLO [34]
1
Concrete
(Owner)
➂ Compliance Test-
ing
security scripts (e.g.,
SATAN, Nessus) [38]
“door rattling”
➅ Matrix
AMSA [4]
CRAMM [11]
RiskWatch [36]
SSAGT [40]
➈ Audit
BS 7799 [6]
CobiT® [9]
SSAG [39]
Trust Services [41]23
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6  Conclusions
This report presented a classification scheme for risk assessment methods, diagrammed in a 3x3
matrix as shown in Table 2 on page 13. Each column, row, and cell of the matrix was described
in Section 4. Examples of each cell in the scheme were presented in Table 4 on page 23.
The value of our classification scheme can only be gauged empirically. The scheme is
worthwhile if and only if it helps the reader make informed choices so that the method chosen
is optimal for the situation given.25
26
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